Abstract-An important step towards realizing the advantages of the present approach and those using an effective dephasing quantum dots in electro-optic applications is to understand the rate (usually treated as a fitting parameter) to account for excitation dependences of optical properties. This paper scattering effects. In Sec. VI, the carrier-induced refractive discusses results obtained using a microscopic theory. The index and linewidth enhancement factor in QD systems are calculations uncovered complicated carrier density and electronic structure influences on absorption, gain and discussed. Fintarll sec.VIIs refractive index that can be attributed to a delicate balancing discussions in the earlier sectons.
I. INTRODUCTION the realization that under high-excitation conditions (such as
Quantum dots (QDs) are considered key elements for the found in a laser) the QD states are coupled to those of next generation of optoelectronic devices.
[1] To fully tap surrounding QWs and that this coupling plays an important the advantages of QD technology, it is crucial to understand role in determining optical properties. [7] It is therefore the underlying physics and be able to accurately predict necessary to treat QD and QW contributions on equal physical behaviors over a broad range of experimental footing. This is accomplished by starting with a many-body conditions.
Hamiltonian of the combined QD-QW system, and working Until recently, theoretical investigations were hindered in the Hiesenberg Picture, derive the coupled equations of by the lack of a comprehensive microscopic theory, because motion for the QD and QW polarizations. The equations of serious complexities in QD physics. On the other hand, have the common form: [6] several groups have made theoretical advances that cC3 contributed to solutions of various aspects of the problem. Examples include developments involving non-Markovian description of polarization dephasing due to carrier-carrier scattering within a coupled quantum-dot-quantum-well F,,p + 5c, (QD-QW) system, [2] nonperturbative treatment within a polaron picture [3] of the scattering of carriers by where cc and: (discrete for QD and continuous for QW) longitudinal-optical phonons (carrier-LO-phonon scattering) label the states involved in the optical transition. On the [4] and detailed numerical calculations of QD electronic right-hand side, the first term describes oscillation at the structures.
[5] These developments made possible the renormalized transition frequency coI) and the second term assembling of a comprehensive microscopic theory for QD is from absorption and stimulated emission involving the optical response. [6] populations na,, n~and the laser field in the form of the 2 shows the intrinsic behavior of peak gain for changing A gain or absorption calculation involves solving for the carrier density. The curve is extracted from Ino.3Ga0 7As QD steady-state solutions to the polarization equations for given gain spectra. With increasing carrier density, there is a carrier density (which then defines n,, nr assuming strong initial rise in peak gain that is followed by significant quasiequilibrium condition) and weak laser probe field, E.
gain saturation, where surprisingly, we find the QD peak
The solution is then substituted into to the 2nd equation to gain to actually decrease with increasing carrier density. obtain the gain or absorption.
Eventually, the QW gain takes over and a positive dGpk/dN is restored.
The intrinsic dGpk/dN<O behavior is counterintuitive and III GAIN AND ABSORPTION SPECTRA is caused by the detrimental (to having a good laser) effect of dephasing overtaking the desired effect of state-filling. Figure 1 shows gain spectra computed using the [8] Fortunately, this anomaly appears to be unique to the procedure outlined in Sec. II. The curves are for T=300K QD-QW system and has yet to be encountered in other laser and different carrier densities. The active region is a 4nm systems, whether atomic or semiconductor.
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